How Does Plant Cell Wall Nanoscale Architecture Correlate with Enzymatic Digestibility?
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Greater understanding of the mechanisms contributing to chemical and enzymatic solubilization of plant cell walls is critical for enabling cost-effective industrial conversion of cellulose biomass to biofuels. Here, we report the use of correlative imaging in real time to assess the impact of pretreatment, as well as the resulting nanometer-scale changes in cell wall structure, upon subsequent digestion by two commercially relevant cellulase systems. We demonstrate that the small, noncomplexed fungal cellulases deconstruct cell walls using mechanisms that differ considerably from those of the larger, multienzyme complexes (cellulosomes). Furthermore, high-resolution measurement of the microfibrillar architecture of cell walls suggests that digestion is primarily facilitated by enabling enzyme access to the hydrophilic cellulose face. The data support the conclusion that ideal pretreatments should maximize lignin removal and minimize polysaccharide modification, thereby retaining the essentially native microfibrillar structure.

Modern biorefineries are being developed to produce transportation fuels from plant biomass using sustainable technologies that also benefit the environment by reducing greenhouse gas emissions (1). The major challenges facing this industry are the high cost of pretreatment and the low efficiency of enzymatic hydrolysis of plant cell wall polysaccharides to sugars. Further improvement of these processes is contingent on deeper understanding of biomass structure and chemistry, as well as improved understanding of the molecular mechanisms of biomass deconstruction (2).

Despite renewed interest in biomass degradation, there is little agreement about which plant cell wall features most affect digestibility by microbes and cellulytic enzymes. The activities of cellulytic enzymes are usually characterized by assay against purified or highly modified crystalline or amorphous celluloses, as well as soluble substrates (3). Actual plant cell walls, however, are complex nanocomposites containing networks of cellulose fibrils and complex “matrixing” polymers. The overall performance of biomass saccharification may be attributed to the synergistic action of many complementary enzymes—including a variety of cellulases, hemicellulases, and accessory enzymes (4)—which makes it difficult to study one factor at a time. Traditional solution methods have suffered from the classical ensemble average limitation presented by analysis of these mixtures of complex biomass; therefore, the data gathered are sometimes inconclusive and, in part, contradictory. To overcome these problems, we visualized the action of these enzyme systems on untreated and delignified plant cell walls under controlled digestion conditions in real time with the use of a multimodal microscopy suite, including bright-field light microscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), two-color stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy, and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

The microscopes were custom-constructed to allow correlative imaging of the same biomass sample under near-physiological conditions and at high chemical (5, 6) and spatial (7, 8) resolutions at the tissue, cellular, and molecular levels. We examined two naturally existing enzyme systems of commercial relevance for saccharification of lignocellulosic biomass: (i) the secretome of the anaerobe Clostridium thermocellum, which is representative of multienzyme bacterial cellulosomes (9), and (ii) a commercially available blended enzyme mixture (Cellic CTec2, Novozymes, Bagsværd, Denmark) derived from the fungus Trichoderma reesei (Hypocrea jecorina), which is representative of the fungal or “free” cellulases (10). We used green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged carbohydrate-binding modules (CBMs) to identify exposed cellulose surfaces and green dye (Alexa Fluor 488, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)–labeled enzymes to examine overall cell wall accessibility to cellulases. ToCBM1 derived from T. reesei cellobiohydrolase I (CBH I or Cel7A) (11) and CcCBM3 derived from C. thermocellum cellulosomal scaffoldin protein (CipA) (12) specifically recognize the planar face of crystalline cellulose (8, 13, 14) and play a critical role in the hydrolysis of crystalline cellulose (15, 16).

Naturally senescent, dried corn (Zea mays L.) stover stem internode sections served as an example of plant cell wall material. The transverse view of the untreated maize stem represents the typical tissue structure of monocotyledons with scattered vascular bundles (VBs) surrounded by parenchyma cells (fig. S1, A and B). In this context, cell walls in mature plants are generally classified as one of three types: (i) The primary walls (PWs) are thin (~100 nm) and expanded, but are neither elongated nor lignified. (ii) Parenchyma-type secondary walls (pSWs) are found in large parenchyma tissue between the VBs, which are elongated or expanded and partially lignified in the secondarily thickened wall (~1 to 2 μm). (iii) Sclerenchyma-type SWs (sSWs) are elongated and fully lignified in the heavily thickened (~5 to 10 μm) SW. The innermost side of a sSW is often covered by “warts,” which mainly contain condensed lignin-like phenolics (17). Note that the materials used in this study are from dead plants; cell walls in a living plant may be more structurally complex and diversified.

Using two-color SRS microscopy, where the Raman signal at 1600 cm⁻¹ (aromatic-ring breathing modes) represents primarily lignin and the 2900 cm⁻¹ (C-H stretch) band represents primarily polysaccharides (18), we found that the lignin and polysaccharide contents in sSWs were higher than those in pSWs (fig. S1, C to E) and that the polysaccharide content was generally higher in SWs than in PWs. These observations are in agreement with general plant anatomy.

The presence of lignins, a group of highly branched phenylpropanoid polymers found in terrestrial plants, is generally considered to be one of the most important limiting factors in
the enzymatic cell wall saccharification process (19). Whether lignins affect enzyme digestibility by physically impeding or nonspecifically absorbing enzymes remains open to debate. To address this question, we used acid chloride to produce delignified cell walls. This delignification process has been widely used to produce holocellulose (20). At low temperature, acid chloride oxidizes phenolic compounds (mainly lignins) in cell walls without altering cellulose and with minimum effect on associated hemicelluloses (5, 21).

As anticipated, we confirmed that accessibility of untreated cell walls to CBMs and enzyme binding exhibits a strong negative correlation with their lignin content. All CBMs and enzymes bind strongly to nonlignified PWs and more weakly to pSWs. Binding to the condensed lignin “warty layer” in sSWs is negligible, indicating that nonspecific adsorption of processed lignin to enzyme reported previously (22) was not observed in the case of a native lignin examined in situ. Lignin removal enhanced overall binding of all probes to lignified walls (i.e., pSWs and sSWs) (Fig. 1), following the trend: fungal cellulases (greatest enhancement), cellulosomes, TrCBM1, and then CitCBM3 (least enhancement).

Accessibility of pSWs and sSWs to enzymes was more strongly enhanced than that to CBMs, which could generally be attributed to increased accessibility of hemicellulososes to enzymes after removal of blocking lignins. Further imaging of delignified pSWs by CLSM showed that cellulosomes primarily attached to the surface of the cell walls, the cell corners, and the plasmodesmata (Fig. 1, B and C, and fig. S2A). Fungal cellulases not only bound at these surfaces, but also penetrated inside the SW from its innermost side (Fig. 1, B and C, and fig. S2A), suggesting that delignification may render the cell wall more accessible to fungal cellulases.

After delignification, we found that the lignin signal at 1600 cm$^{-1}$ was eliminated and the 2900-cm$^{-1}$ signal was slightly reduced, suggesting that hemicelluloses are generally resistant to acid chloride treatment at room temperature (Fig. 2, A to E).

The fungal cellulases and cellulosomes that we used in this study contain mixtures of enzymes specific for degradation of different polysaccharide components of cell walls. The digestion temperatures used here were optimal for the fungal (38°C) and cellulolomal (55°C) enzymes. In untreated cell walls, both enzyme systems readily digested PWs only (Fig. 2, F, G, J, and K), and SRS microscopy also revealed minor digestion of pSWs (Fig. 2E and fig. S3). Overall digestibility was strongly negatively correlated with lignin content. Complete degradation was not observed in naturally lignified walls (i.e., pSWs and sSWs), even with 100-fold greater concentrations of enzymes and extended periods of time (7 days).

After delignification, all cell walls were completely digested with the original level of cellulase protein loading (Fig. 2, H and L). Despite the difficulties of quantitatively determining enzyme digestion rates by microscopy alone, we discovered that fungal cellulases acted approximately five times faster than cellulosomes against either untreated or delignified cell walls, based on
the percentage loss of SRS signals at 2900 cm\(^{-1}\). The time needed for complete digestion of the delignified walls apparently depends on wall mass concentration and not on wall types (Fig. 2, I and M). Thinner and less dense walls were digested rapidly, suggesting that the chemical features of the polysaccharides existing in different cell wall types may have less impact on overall digestibility than expected, at least in the case of acid chlorite-treated biomass, in which lignins have been selectively oxidized.

From experiments at room temperature, we made the qualitative observations that the cellulosomes first separated the walls from the compound middle lamella (CML) and then fragmented the walls into segments (Fig. 3A and movie S1), whereas fungal cellulases dissolved the entire wall in a uniform manner (Fig. 3B and movie S2). During the course of digestion by fungal cellulases, the CML remained mostly intact, suggesting that digestion occurred from the innermost side of the cell walls, thus supporting the binding data (Fig. 1D).

We used AFM for real-time imaging of pSW digestion at the microfibril level. In the untreated cell wall, only a few surface microfibrils were degradable by either of the enzyme systems. After delignification, the cellulosomes appeared to peel off individual microfibrils from the cell wall surface (Fig. 3C and movie S3), whereas the fungal cellulases penetrated inside microfibril networks and made digestion holes or pits (Fig. 3D and movie S4). For quantitative analysis, the surface roughness was expressed by relative Z ranges of AFM images. In the case of cellulosomes, the roughness remained unchanged (Fig. 3E), whereas digestion by fungal cellulases increased the roughness dramatically (Fig. 3F). Individual microfibrils were digested within a few minutes by each of the enzyme systems. Because AFM movies were acquired within a 1-μm\(^2\) scan area, the length of the microfibrils is unknown; therefore, the digestion rate cannot be estimated unambiguously. The wall structure under buffer was similar to that in air with minor differences, consisting primarily of straightening and debundling surface fibrils (fig. S4).

Cellulose represents ~70% of the total cell wall polysaccharides, and its accessibility to enzymes determines the overall digestibility. We have previously reported that CBH I binds to and hydrolyzes the hydrophobic planar faces of purified cellulose crystals (8). To further identify the cell wall architectural features that may contribute to differences in accessibility to and digestibility by cellulases, we used nanometer-scale AFM to image untreated and delignified cell walls.

As previously reported, we observed three types of fibrillar structures (7, 23): Ribbon-like macrofibrils, consisting of a number of cellulose elementary fibrils (CEFs), exist in PWs (fig. S5) and on the pSW surface (Fig. 4A and fig. S6). Microfibrils, which contain one CEF and associated hemicelluloses, are predominant in pSWs and sSWs (fig. S7). Although smaller CEFs, such as the 24-chain diamond-shaped model (24), have been proposed, we favor the 36-chain model, primarily based on microfibril size measured directly in the current study and on two primary assumptions: (i) that cell wall cellulose is mostly crystalline and (ii) that the CBM binding face recognizes the cellulose planar face involving three chains (14, 25). Therefore, packing of cellulose \(\beta\) (26) would allow three chains on...
the planar faces (100 and –100), supporting the 36-chain model.

High-resolution AFM images also allowed precise measurement of the size of fibrillar structures. Isolated microfibrils (Fig. 4A) that appeared twisted were found occasionally on the dry cell wall surface. Note that this twisting effect was not found under aqueous conditions, suggesting that it may be caused by dehydration. In such cases, the AFM line-scan profiles of both vertical (Fig. 4B) and horizontal (Fig. 4C) orientations could be measured on the same CEF. Our measurement of a microfibril containing two CEFs suggested that they are horizontally associated through their hydrophilic faces (Fig. 4, D and E). Individual microfibrils in pSWs were visualized as sharp edges with bridges partially covering the area between them (Fig. 4, A and D, and fig. S6E), in which the CEF appeared to be primarily vertically oriented. Microfibril splitting and CEF rotation from horizontal to vertical may occur during cell elongation or expansion (fig. S8).

Quantitative analysis using AFM scan profiles of microfibrils, microfibrils, and CEFs (Fig. 4F) showed that the widths are slightly larger [3.3 ± 0.5 nm (vertical) and 5.7 ± 0.9 nm (horizontal)] than those predicted from the 36-chain model (7) [i.e., 3.2 nm (vertical) and 5.3 nm (horizontal)], which may be caused by a combined effect of AFM tip broadening and CEF association with matrix polymers, especially in sSWs (fig. S7C). The microfibrils in the SW appeared to form parallel layers, observed in transverse sections (fig. S7E) and the broken surface in sSWs after delignification (fig. S7I). Cell wall porosity (open space) is measured by three distances between fibrils (5 to 20 nm), layers of microfibrils (10 to 20 nm) (7), and wall lamellae gaps (50 to 100 nm) appearing in the SWs (fig. S7B). Delignification did not substantially alter microfibril structure and arrangement, except for the reduction of matrix polymers of the sSW (fig. S7, G and H).

Schematic structures of the PW and the sandwich-like SW in pSWs and sSWs containing layers of microfibrils and lignin-polysaccharides are illustrated in Fig. 4G. Here, we combine the concepts suggested by the AFM and digestion data, which include the bundling of microfibrils into microfibrils in PWs and the natural availability of cellulose planar faces in PWs.

These observations of cell wall architecture and microfibril structure are consistent with accessibility to (Fig. 1) and digestibility by (Fig. 2) enzymes, suggesting that the hydrophobic planar face of cellulose is the preferred binding face and thus is critical for enzyme access. In PWs, the CEF hydrophobic faces in microfibrils are exposed to allow accessibility to cellulases, as confirmed by the strong binding of CBMs and complete digestibility by cellulases. In pSWs, the small surface microfibrils and microfibrils are accessible, but microfibrils inside the wall are blocked by the lignin-polysaccharide complex between microfibril layers (Fig. 4G), resulting in diminished CBM binding and limited digestibility by enzymes. In sSWs, lignins form an additional barrier on the innermost side, the condensed lignin warty layer (17), that blocks accessibility of microfibrils to enzymes (Fig. 1), resulting in no digestibility of sSWs (Fig. 2). These observations are also supported by studies on cell wall development, which have indicated that SW thickening begins while the cell is still elongating (27). In later stages of elongation, SW deposition is accompanied by a lignification process that may cause a decrease and eventual cessation of cell elongation. pSWs are not lignified until cessation of vegetative growth in grassy plants; consequently, these walls are completely digestible if harvested during vegetative growth (28).

Acid chlorite treatment effectively removes lignins in the SW (Fig. 2 and fig. S7H) and the warty layer in sSW (fig. S7F), thereby exposing microfibrils (fig. S7, G to I) to enzyme access, resulting in near-complete digestion of all cell walls. After lignin removal in the SWs, accessibility of the cellulose planar face is then determined by wall porosity. Under the conditions of this study, we observed enhanced digestibility by fungal cellulases due to their penetration into the pore structure of microfibril networks (Fig. 3D and movie S4). In contrast, the larger cellulose complexes could only penetrate the larger wall lamella gaps (fig. S7B), resulting in fragmentation of walls (Fig. 3A and movie S1). The advantageous degradation properties exhibited by the fungal cellulases on cell walls may be compromised when digesting purified forms of crystalline cellulose, such as Avicel PH101 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) (29), in which the porous architecture of the native cellulose microfibril network.
has been completely destroyed during its preparation process. Similarly, it has been reported that biomass digestibility was notably reduced upon near-complete removal of both lignin and hemicelluloses (27). In contrast, the activity of cellulases was reported to be higher than, or at least comparable to, that of the fungal cellulases on pure cellulose substrates (30).

Despite the different mechanisms of fungal cellulases and cellulases revealed in this study, cell wall materials are completely digestible by either when lignins are effectively removed. Thermochemical pretreatment strategies to enhance biomass digestibility by partial removal or redistribution of lignin have been developed (31), however, these mechanisms result in sugar degradation and loss at high severities (32). The challenge now is to effectively and economically modify lignins via strategies that maintain the integrity of fermentable sugars. Researchers have recently focused on genetically engineering plants for desirable lignin contents or compositions that are more amenable to classical pretreatment at low severities (33–35). In the foreseeable future, we expect that lignins in genetically modified energy plants will be extracted under mild conditions and used as valuable chemicals; the remaining cell wall architecture could be left intact with minimum alteration of the polysaccharides. In this scenario, effective digestion by enzymes, especially fungal cellulases, could provide near-theoretical yields of fermentable sugars.
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Fig. 4. Size, shape, and arrangement of the CEFs. (A) An individual twisted CEF shown in delignified pSW surfaces. Composite-average profile of line scans across the CEF appear in (B) vertical orientation (red dotted-line in (A)) and (C) horizontal orientation (green dotted-line in (A)). (D) An untreated pSW showing macrofibrils and microfibrils. Composite-average profile of line scans across macrofibrils (white dotted-line in (D)) containing two CEFs. Data are mean ± SD based on measurements of five well-defined microfibrils (B and C) and macrofibrils (D). (F) Width measurements of 50 well-resolved fibrils (left) and average fibril-fibril distances measured in the entire image (right). Ten images were measured for untreated and delignified PWs, pSWs, and sSWs. Additional images showing macrofibrils and microfibrils in untreated and delignified PWs, pSWs, and sSWs are presented in fig. S5 to S7, respectively. The proposed macrofibril splitting and rotating process is shown in fig. S8.